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Tring Lions Club - Vegetarian Quiz

Getting bored with the lockdown, why not have a go at our latest quiz?
50 cryptic clues, the answers to which are all fruits, vegetables, herbs or spices.
The answers will be published on our website on 15th July 2020
www.tringlions.org.uk
We would very much like to know how you got on, so please email
Penny.tregillus@tringlions.org.uk
……and let us know.

Please feel free to circulate the quiz to anyone you think might be interested.
Normally at this time of year would we would be preparing for fund-raising events aimed at
supporting many local good causes, but under current circumstances that’s not possible.
One of the charities we support is Hertfordshire Mind Network
‘We deliver essential mental health support. We create opportunities for individuals
experiencing mental ill health to make choices, find their solutions, build resilience and
manage their whole life and wellbeing. Our services are based on the principle of self-help
with a strong emphasis on prevention, personal development, self-management and
improving health and wellbeing’.
https://www.hertsmindnetwork.org/Pages/Category/dacorum

If you enjoyed the quiz and would like to make a donation our bank details are:
Sort code: 40-44-32 Account: 51419226
Any donations you make will be passed on to Herts Mind Network and a donation will also
be made by Tring Lions.
Good luck and thank you for your support
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Vegetarian Quiz
The answer to all the following 50 clues is the name of a fruit, vegetable, herb
or spice
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A taxi with some spirit going east (9)
A vase left in a rubbish dump (6)
Allow you in France to have this in France (7)
Fields of them are here forever (10)
Arabian perhaps, right, give it some food (11)
Archetypal Frenchman's headwear (10).
Painting perhaps that one has trouble swallowing (9)
Are those chaps in a mess (7)
Australian grandma had Englishman for dinner (11)
Big ones, small ones. ones as big as your head (7)
Boy meets girl (4)
Sea shore replacing half an oil company with the other
half (5)
Cut the grass around a bishop (6)
Eaten with a runcible spoon (6)
Envious of success of rather solitary band leader (5,6)
Grandma engulfed by the sound of sheep (6)
Fired everyone standing in the middle (7)
Greek letter by the lounge perhaps, keeping quiet (8)
I have come to the finish (6)
Favoured drink of the Gods, in the East (9)
I went on a camel once and came across this (5)
‘It's not off' I said 'There's no way back' (5)
Long for a golden delicious perhaps (9)
Back to posh car account (6)
Look in the trap, please (5)
Sounds as if the athlete has come back (6,4)
Megan went back before playing game (3,6)
Sir Edmund Hilary maybe (4)
O how I long for Angela to embrace me (6)
One is enveloped by the season that goes on and on
(6,5)
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31 Ones abode is in a barn (5,4)
32 Playing Sherlock, he follows copper but loses a
consignment (8)
33 Put a rip in the coat (7)
34 Scotsman tied up in string before the queen (9)
35 Snakes wrapped round a sauce from Italy (9)
36 Young man’s boisterous behaviour, right not left (6)
37 Look what's in the River Tamar in Devon. (8)
38 Squeeze together some greasy stuff and an almond
maybe (9,6)
39 Standard cut (7)
40 Take care lice may be running around (8)
41 The lake is a bit choppy today (4)
42 Turnover, turnover (4)
43 Want more mixing with the French (10)
44 Water fowl's hat (10)
45 Enjoy some crumbly cheese (6)
46 What Carol initially needed to start making honey (5)
47 What you might make of a melon (5)
48 Gran did some cooking with Mary, not starting great
initially but cold (9)
49 Former Prime Minister is coming back (3)
50 What the partridge may have been sitting next to (4)
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